Embroidery and research on Global Environmental Change: what distinctive contribution can we make?
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ABSTRACT

Several reports have shown that communities of small farmers are the most vulnerable to global environmental change (GEC). Others have revealed that societies which can count on a rich body of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) are more resilient in facing this challenge, since their behaviour is already adaptive in character. Within this scenario, the IPCC establishes the need for “cross fertilisation” between TEK and scientific knowledge (SK). But how can we arrive at interpretative agreements when these two knowledge systems are so different? In this review I analyse the substantial role ethnobiology can play in providing empirical evidence on this subject in Latin America. The characteristics of our discipline offer differential advantages: 1) because we are actually there, our interpretation of vulnerability and adaptation arise from experiences shared with people who have a long term interconnection with their environment, and not from abstract indices created in offices; 2) because we work on a community scale, at a local level, and the most appropriate approach in search of solutions should be bottom-up and not top-down; 3) because we are academically trained as interlocutors, and 4) because our approach is rooted in a vision of the landscape as a cultural construction. Ethnobiologists must come to operational agreements on how to deal with GEC, and set down guidelines for a reconciliatory dialogue between SK and TEK, a process which should not be considered something easy or quick, but a long-term process which is just in its infancy.
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An added dimension to the study of climate change

The effects of global environmental change (GEC) present one of the biggest challenges faced by humanity, and according to technical reports, communities of poor small farmers are the most vulnerable group (Pyhälä et al. 2016). GEC refers to changes at a local, regional and/or large scale in the geosphere and biosphere, the result of complex, accumulative, multiple processes where the human being plays a substantial role (IPCC 2014). Despite this, research has focused mainly, although not exclusively, on global modelling techniques from a top-down perspective that focus on biophysical aspects and have little to offer on a local level (Arce-Nazario 2007).

Several authors have drawn attention to the need for inclusion of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) (Berkes and Ross 2016), so as to improve understanding of GEC through new elements, and validate (or revoke) the data from instrumental models (Leonard et al. 2013; Tengö et al. 2014). Others indicate that the principal contribution of TEK in the study of GEC is to inform us of the perceptions of those who, at the end of the day, make the decisions on behaviour and action in the face of this change (Byg and Salick 2009; Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015; Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2016).

Various studies have shown that societies which are rich in TEK are more resilient when faced with change (Ford et al. 2006). Local knowledge obtained through long-term experience and observation provides a basis for adaptation and innovation. On the Northern Bolivian Altiplano, for example, farmers’ use of biodiversity in adaptation to GEC is related to the use of drought and frost tolerant crops, improvements in soil and water management, and planting across different microenvironments to disperse risk and take advantage of spatial heterogeneity (Meldrum et al. 2017). In addition, self organization, reciprocity and cohesion, which form part of the principal social and ethical guidelines of TEK, constitute an important part of adaptive capacity, according greater governance over natural resources (Berkes and Ross 2016; Ruiz-Mallén et al. 2017).

A recent review on GEC and local perceptions (Pyhälä et al. 2016) which included 126 articles, shows that in spite of the interest described above, studies are still few and far between, principally on the American continent. Due to the multifaceted character of GEC and the difficulties encountered when trying to isolate drivers, the authors recommend that systemic approaches be used rather than classic Cartesian methods, and that local cosmologies should be taken into account. They strongly encourage the co-production of intercultural work protocols, employing standard methodologies that include quantitative approaches which can be reproduced in cross cultural studies, plus qualitative analyses that can simultaneously reflect cultural diversity.

In addition, both in this review and in other works, we have been urged to reflect on the tension that exists between TEK and scientific knowledge (SK) (Byg and Salick 2009; Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015). This is not only because of epistemological discrepancies, but is mainly due to the power plays that underlie this relationship, which constantly discredit and devalue TEK and place it in a subordinate position to SK. Consequently, it is possible that even if research on TEK and GEC increase in volume, the results may be dismissed. Or, perhaps more dangerously, this information may be rationalised/fragmented using...
categories and logic originating in western epistemology, and will therefore not reflect true local perceptions (Ruiz Pérez and Argueta Villamar 2011).

Faced with this scenario, the IPCC (2014) established the need for “cross fertilisation” between TEK and SK, and the importance of defining action to moderate harm or take advantage of opportunities offered by actual or anticipated climate conditions to build adaptive capacity (Tengö et al. 2014). In relation to this, Davis and Ruddle (2010) highlighted the urgent need for studies on TEK to be credible and provide reliable and meaningful information.

Considering all these ideas and proposals for the future, I ask myself how we can come to interpretative agreements on GEC when two very different knowledge systems are involved. Are we willing to listen and value other voices without everything being “reduced” to western logic? What trustworthy empirical data are necessary for us to obtain evaluations that can guide us to real solutions for GEC?

In this context, the discipline of ethnobiology has a unique opportunity to contribute to the study of GEC processes. Due to its systemic nature and varied, transdisciplinary approaches (qualitative, quantitative and/or mixed) it can provide valuable empirical evidence on GEC. In particular, the notable Latin American biocultural diversity which is present principally in rural communities, although also in the big cities, offers a unique scenario for understanding processes of adaptation to change, the application of TEK and its hybridisation with SK (Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015). Due to certain historical, political and social circumstances throughout the length and breadth of Latin America there are areas where TEK has resisted colonial processes, re-shaping and re-establishing itself in the face of change (Ladio and Albuquerque 2014). In the following paragraphs I would like to highlight the differential advantages ethnobiology can offer in the context of GEC research in Latin America:

**Ethnobiology is inclusive**

Research on GEC has rarely included local perspectives; to be precise, human experience has been excluded, and studies have focused on the use of quantitative indices that give an indirect measure of vulnerability (Arce-Nazario 2007), or of societies’ capacity to adjust (Holland et al. 2016). This would seem paradoxical, given that we humans are the central players in GEC, both as perpetrators and victims. In order to register human experience, one must “be there”, on site, vividly sharing the local experience (Roncoli 2006), and in these situations the qualitative and quantitative methodologies of ethnobiology are solid tools for the work of visualizing the people’s perspective.

The ethnobiological study of TEK together with local communities, both in empirical and conceptual terms, adds a holistic approach to climate change that no other data set can provide. For example, our ethnobiological field experience reveals that when we work with narratives and observation the narratives we obtain are socio-environmental in character, in the sense that the factual accounts relating to environmental change (i.e. rainy years, rivers bursting their banks and/or poor harvests, successful good lambing, etc.) are inextricably woven into family histories (i.e. migrations, journeys, associations with neighbours, illness, etc.). These changes in turn are amalgamated with landscape changes, revealing a process of change that can be completely
reconstructed. TEK observations create a diachronic database; that is, a record of continuous observations from a single local/individual over a long time period – a long term pattern-data (Whyte 2013).

In addition, “being there” gives us an opportunity to systemize environmental information on the changes that have taken place in the landscape with the biological-ecological methodologies we use, information that can complement and complete the big picture. This distinguishes us clearly from the exclusively social approaches, as we can integrate casuistic information of a biocultural nature.

Another great advantage of “being there” is that local perceptions are recorded through ethnobiology fieldwork; during the interviews or workshops locals are given the opportunity to interpret and question their own experience in relation to their environment, and reflect on their problems, their vulnerability and their capacity to make adjustments. Ethnobiology, therefore, is not only able to enrich research with a greater level of socio-environmental complexity, but also favours a more inclusive agenda, generating instances of self-evaluation and empowerment for participants (Arce-Nazario 2007).

For example, local inhabitants in the rural Pilcaniyeu community (Rio Negro, Patagonia) were empowered by our work with them on the use of medicinal wild plants. As a result of the participative workshops during which locals identified 10 wild plants which were difficult to collect due to their scarcity, since 2005 they have been reproducing these species by seed and cuttings collected in the area, using greenhouses belonging to the community. The plants are then shared out, ensuring a steady supply for everyone.

The ethnobiology scale takes a “bottom-up” approach

The scale of ethnobiological research is local, “fine grain”, unlike the quantitative models used in the study of GEC, which are mainly “course grain”, and come generally from SIG (Smit and Skinner 2002). This is why ethnobiological studies present substantial empirical identification of forcing factors from the community perspective, and not from mechanistic presumptions, which often have little to do with local socio-environmental reality. Ethnobiological research, then, takes a bottom-up approach, in contrast to the more classical, expanded, top-down approaches. In this sense, a reduction in scale is essential in order to find solutions that take local cosmologies into account in an inclusive way. There is empirical evidence which shows that the biocultural indicators used by local Latin American communities to identify short and long term changes on a local scale could be used as additional indicators of great predictive value (Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015; Ruiz-Mallén et al. 2017).

For example, Castillo and Ladio (2017) have shown how TEK possessed by Patagonian rural farmers provides specific tools for the interpretation and prediction of the future of their herds and fate of their lands. Thirty signs given by 18 different animals (15 wild and 3 domestic) were described, where domestic animals are important mainly as ethno-indicators of long-term biophysical changes, and wild animals are mainly important in marking short-term biophysical changes or as sociocultural indicators. These ethnoindicators enable farmers to face inclement weather and other unexpected climatic events, as well as environmental and socioeconomic change.
Ethnobiologists are interlocutors

Although different multilateral organisms have insisted on greater pluralism to resolve environmental problems, up to now this has had little operative success (Tengó et al. 2014). For this reason, the role of ethnobiologists can open the way to more valuable dialogue. Due to their transdisciplinary training, ethnobiologists experience the tension between SK and TEK constantly. It is true that their position has changed over time in terms of the objectives of their research, but from my point of view, there is no doubt that their role as interlocutors is of considerable importance at the present time.

Like all ethnoscience, ethnobiology questions the rationality which seems to be accepted as universal (the only model) by western science, and in recent years has fought for pluralistic solutions to environmental problems (Ruiz Pérez and Argüeta Villamar 2011). According to Leff (2007), we ethnobiologists have learned that environmental complexity goes beyond the field of scientific logos and that only by means of dialogue between different knowledge systems, where diverse rationalities and cultural imaginaries come together, can we arrive at any understanding.

In this work of interlocution it is necessary to differentiate two knowledge systems linked to Nature and its management. The dominant knowledge system, SK, which belongs to western-urban society, with a dualist cosmovision that separates Nature from Culture, and the TEK system commonly found in original-traditional-rural societies where the Nature-Culture relationship takes precedence, and where biodiversity is maintained through management practices and social networks (Delgado and Escóbar 2006). From a relationist perspective, biodiversity is animated and the players which are active in the processes involved include both natural and supernatural forces (Aigo and Ladio 2016).

Scientific bodies of knowledge are based on universalism, the idea of the existence of universal truths. It is an abstract, globalising kind of knowledge that looks for general patterns. In contrast, TEK is based on particularism, and the knowledge is situated, rooted in local experience. In other words, TEK and SK are dissenting systems, although this does not mean they are incompatible, isolated or static. TEK and SK, although asymmetrical in power, are both permanently subject to processes of hybridisation and porosity, which shorten or lengthen the distance between them. The discrepancies mentioned above make plain that ethnobiology should generate a protocol for arriving at interpretative agreements between TEK and SK, which do not merely entail a “translation”, but mechanisms which promote horizontal dialogue. It is essential to identify the drivers of change, the magnitude of the threat, and the sensitivity and adaptive capacity of each society from the logic of the local perspective, and not from indices developed in offices.

For example, the ethnoecological work of Aigo and Ladio (2016) has contributed to freshwater resource management by providing empirical evidence of the critical role of local perceptions in promoting sustainable management of natural resources. This investigation has shown that Mapuche traditional cosmovision on the use of fish and waters, a relationist vision which promotes respect and avoidance of actions that could disturb the beings (animals and sacred or mythological characters) that inhabit and take care of them, should be fostered as part of
"scientific" management plans for Patagonian natural resources.

**Ethnobiology sees the landscape as a socio-cultural construction**

Ethnobiology has provided ample evidence that the principal biodiverse landscapes have been moulded by human action since pre-Columbian times, demythologising the paradigm of "pristine landscapes" (Lins Neto et al. 2014). Climate change studies are led mainly by ecologists, biologists and climatologists. The education and academic practice of these professionals reflects the dualist premise that separates the human being from Nature (Sedrez dos Reis et al. 2014). This conception would be opposed by the majority of ethnobiologists, who have been arguing for years that settlements and landscapes have been domesticated through human practices which tend to maintain environmental diversity and the renewal of ecological cycles, adapting to the changing conditions of their surroundings (Levis et al. 2017). Having learned from local communities, the ethnobiological approach considers the landscape to be a cultural construction, a product of different management intensities, in situ and ex situ, which include tolerance, protection, enhancement and cultivation or breeding, and depend directly on the cosmovision of the societies administrating them (many Latin American case studies in Casas et al. 2017). The study of change in these practices is an ideal heuristic framework for the analysis of adaptation strategies in the face of GEC, which can not only be applied at a local level, but allows cross cultural comparison. This comparative approach, however, has not yet been applied.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The conceptual and methodological frameworks developed by ethnobiology offer differential advantages for the study of GEC. Nevertheless, operational agreements still have to be constructed so that our contributions are valued sufficiently in international literature. Long-term baseline and monitoring studies must be coordinated with local communities, where prospective and retrospective visions can be articulated effectively. In the particular case of Latin America, with its immeasurable biocultural diversity, the call for this kind of long-term work inspires us to rethink our professional practices.

It is terribly important that these studies not succumb to the temptation of reproducing the model that is common in scientific literature, which has fragmented TEK into "useful" and "useless" categories, valorising the components that most resemble scientific information and implicitly disregarding other elements that scientists consider belong to the realm of superstition and belief. It is also necessary to reflect on the existence of sensitive information in the TEK systems, which must be protected from unauthorized public disclosure, and ethnobiologists have the difficult task of seeing that this is respected in South America. Only collaborative and active assessment of independently validated knowledge bases through consensus debates can produce trustworthy data on GEC. Improved understanding and visibilization of TEK can set out the foundations for reconciliatory dialogue between SK and TEK, a process which should not be considered as something easy, but as a long term process which is just beginning. Finally, I consider that ethnobiology should be rooted more strongly
in experiential work and shared reflection, mechanisms which allow us to recover the strength of our feelings, and therefore learn from one another.
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